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COVID-19 Membership Update: October 6

Hirst Awards Employee Nominations
Despite the fact the Oklahoma Restaurant Association had to cancel the Hirst Hospitality
Awards Gala for 2020, we feel it is important to recognize the outstanding contributions of
employees even during this difficult time.

http://mms.okrestaurants.com/ct.php?lid=83717677&mm=43596294083


Therefore, we invite each ORA member restaurant to submit ONE outstanding employee
(one per restaurant property) to be recognized in our upcoming Hirst "Best of the Best"
celebration campaign to be released in November. Employee nominations must be
received no later than Wednesday, October 21, 2020 to be honored.

Additionally, all nominees will have the opportunity to have their name drawn for a cash
prize. Please submit your employee information on this form.

90-Second Restaurant Federal Relief Update
We saw lots of activity in Congress last week, including passage of a Democratic backed
COVID-19 funding bill (HEROES Act 2.0) in the U.S. House of Representatives. In this
video update, learn about what is included in the $2.2 trillion stimulus package and how it
compares to proposals offered by Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin and Senate
Republicans. If Congress is unable to come to an agreement before November, we need
them to enact essential funding for restaurants, including a second round of the Paycheck
Protection Program (PPP), until a comprehensive funding package is passed.

Expansion of Outdoor Dining
Now that great fall weather has returned, you may want to reconsider the option of
expanding outdoor dining opportunities to increase your ability to serve customers who
may be more comfortable dining outdoors.

Oklahoma City for the Streatery Program
Tulsa's Parklet Program
Stillwater's Temporary Use for Outdoor Seating
Norman's Outdoor Space
City of Edmond Streatery Program

The ABLE Commission has confirmed their commitment to work with restaurants who
have obtained permission from their local jurisdiction for an expansion of outdoor dining
and will help them with a temporary expansion of their licensed premises to allow for the
service of alcohol in the expanded space.

Tulsa Extends Mask Mandate
Tulsa has extended their mask mandate through January 31, 2021. You can view the
mandate by clicking here. 

Monthly Restaurant Economic Insights
Our partners at the National Restaurant Association have created a new monthly
economic insights publication. We encourage you to read the insights and use the links to
find a more in-depth analysis of the challenges facing our industry.

The Insight in short reports that after an initial reopening bounce from the coronavirus-
induced lockdowns, the shape of the restaurant industry’s recovery started coming into
focus. Although total sales and employment levels continued to rise in August, the gains
were well below those of recent months. Still, the trendlines remain positive, and slow
growth is certainly better than no growth.

For their part, restaurant operators do not expect a rapid return to normal — either for their
own business and the overall economy. The industry’s challenges are also not lost on
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consumers, with the vast majority expressing concern that their favorite restaurants may
not be there when the coronavirus clouds part.

At a glance:

Restaurant Performance Index or RPI is up +0.5%
Restaurant Jobs are up +133,600
Restaurant Sales are up +4.7%
There have been 3 consecutive monthly declines in average whole sale food prices
56% of U.S. adults say they know of a restaurant in their community that permanently
closed during the pandemic.
14 states lost restaurant jobs in August

The National Restaurant Association's Hudson Riehle provides a video update on the
latest Restaurant Performance Index and other economic indicators. Click here for all the
latest restaurant industry news and insights.

Hope Fading for an Economic Stimulus Deal
News reports from this afternoon show that President Trump instructed his administration's
negotiators to end talks with Congress on any new economic stimulus package until after
the elections next month. There will be more to this story and we will share information
with you as it becomes available. In the meantime, we are still urging Congress to not
leave town for the elections until at least passing assistance on those areas of agreement
like another round of PPP loans for small businesses.

Interested in NRA Archived Webinars?
Click here.  
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